
Save Money
The costs of stripping, waxing then polishing a VCT floor costs between $0.30 - $0.50 per square-foot each 
time.   Once Coval Vinyl Coat is applied these costs disappear!   Floors simply need to be mopped with a 
water and a light detergent.

Application 
Coval Vinyl Coat clean, strip, wax and then polish the floor to just the way you want it to look for the next 
5 plus years.   Then apply Coval Vinyl Coat.   It is then spayed on and allowed to dry.    Only one coat is 
required.   In 6 hours the floor will be ready to walk on and in 24 hours you are ready to go!  

Product Features
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Product Description
Coval Vinyl Coat is a thin film, completely clear, 
single component coating designed to create a 
tough barrier that protects your VCT floors.  Goes 
on fast, dries in a few hours and keeps your vinyl 
floors looking at good as they day you coated them.  
Vinyl Coat will eliminate voids that collect dirt and 
forms an entirely new clear surface Vinyl Coat will 
not peel, crack, or bubble

Floors look freshly waxed

Stain resistant

No more strip & wax!

Easy to keep clean

VINYL COAT
Great Looking Floors – Low Maintenance!



Project Overview : JD’s Janitorial, Pueblo CO

“Coval Vinyl Coat is used by my company on numerous 
healthcare and business facilities to eliminate stripping 
and waxing for over 5 years and running. We’ve been able 
to expand our business to offer new services instead of 
stripping and waxing.”

- Joe Dazzio, Owner
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VINYL COAT
Great Floors – Zero Maintenance!
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Project Overview :  Doctors Surgery 

Surgery floors come under attack from all kinds of liquids 
including iodine which would typically stain a vinyl tile 
permanently.  They need to be easy to clean and hold up 
against harsh chemicals.  

“With Coval Vinyl Coat, stains wipe right off and the floor 
looks like the day it went down.  We have not had to get 
professional floor cleaners to come and strip and wax the 
floors in over 5 years!”

Coval Vinyl Coat is not expensive.    The cost per square-foot is $0.65 including labor.   The average costs 
of keeping your VCT floor looking new over a year is several times that.  Ask your floor cleaning company 
about Coval Vinyl Coat.   

We are currently looking for professional applications all around the USA.  If you are 
interested to learn more about joining our growing team of approved applicators, 
please contact:

Kevin Ormsby
Office:   281 566 4277 
Email:  kormsby@coval-group.com


